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Hesiod's Theogony

1987

this is an english translation of sophocles tragedy of antigone and her fate when she decides to bury her dead brother polyneices focus
classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Antigone

2012-12-21

this is an english translation of aristophanes popular comedy in which the god dionysus seeks to bring the great dramatist euripides from
hades where he encounters another great classical playwright aeschylus includes background material on the historical and cultural
context of this work suggestions for further reading and notes the focus classical library provides close translations with notes and
essays to provide access to understanding greek culture and the roots of contemporary thought

Frogs

2015-01-02

this is an english translation of sophocles famous tragedy of oedipus and the fate he so much tries to avoid focus classical library
provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Classical Mythology in Literature, Art, and Music

2001

this is an english translation of euripides tragedy medea based upon the myth of jason and medea and her revenge against her husband jason
focus classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture



Sophocles' King Oidipous

2002

this is a collection of the standard texts of ancient greek which are important components of what we know about greek myth religion
language and culture all of the works collectively known as the homeric hymns are collected and translated here in their entirety and
the work includes ample notes and an introduction to provide information on the works historic importance a chronological table
genealogical chart maps of greece and the aegean islands and illustrations of vase paintings with mythological themes this edition is
part of the focus classical library

Medea

2011-12-15

english translation of all the homeric hymns with notes and introductions

The Homeric Hymns

2012-02-15

this english translation of aristophanes most popular comedy will appeal to the modern reader because of its lively and imaginative
plot memorable heroine good jokes and appeal for peace and tolerance between nations and between the sexes this edition includes
background material on the historical and cultural context of this work suggestions for further reading notes and a map the focus
classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture and the roots
of contemporary thought

The Homeric Hymns

1995



greek poet hesiod took many lines of thought and knowledge myth fable personal experience practical understanding and wove them into
one great whole he did as much with the origins of the greek gods in the theogony and then did the same in creating his manual of moral
and practical advice works and days here stephanie nelson s translation of works and days is paired with richard s caldwell s take on
the theogony along with introductory essays these comprehensible versions of hesiod s two best known poems make it easy for readers
to see why hesiod s writings continue to resound through the ages

Lysistrata

2011-12-14

this is an english translation of sophocles tragedy of electra and the vengeance that she and her brother orestes take on their mother
and step father for the murder of their father this edition also includes an afterlife essay that discusses adaptations of the play as
well as touches on other ways electra has had influence jung s identification of the electra complex o neill s mourning becomes electra
focus classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Theogony & Works and Days

2015-01-02

this anthology offers english translations of three of aristophanes greatest comedies acharnians clouds and lysistrata by jeffrey
henderson one of the most important scholars and translators of greek comedy each comedy is also available in a single play edition
from hackett publishing s focus imprint

Electra

2008-04-30

traditional plato scholarship in the english speaking world has assumed that platonic dialogues are merely collections of arguments
inevitably the question arises if plato wanted to present collections of arguments why did he write dialogues instead of treatises
concerned about this question some scholars have been experimenting with other more contextualized ways of reading the dialogues this



anthology is among the first to present these new approaches as pursued by a variety of scholars as such it offers new perspectives on
plato as well as a suggestive view of plato scholarship as something of a laboratory for historians of philosophy generally the
essays gathered here each examine vital aspects of plato s many methods considering his dialogues in relation to thucydides and homer
narrative strategies and medical practice images and metaphors they offer surprising new research into such much studied works as the
republic as well as revealing views of lesser known dialogues like the cratylus and philebus with reference to thinkers such as heidegger
gadamer and sartre the authors place the platonic dialogues in an illuminating historical context together their essays should
reinvigorate the scholarly examination of the way plato s dialogues work and should prompt a reconsideration of how the form of
plato s philosophical writing bears on the platonic conception of philosophy

Acharnians, Lysistrata, Clouds

2014-12-15

this is an english translation of aristophanes famous comedy clouds noted for its critique of philosophy society and education it
includes essays on old comedy and the theater of dionysus suggestions for further reading notes on production and a map focus
classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Philosophy in Dialogue

2007-08-13

metatheater or theater within theater is a critical approach often used in studies of shakespearian or modern drama breaking new ground
in the study of ancient greek tragedy mark ringer applies the concept of metatheatricality to the work of sophocles his innovative
analysis sheds light on sophocles technical ingenuity and reveals previously unrecognized facets of fifth century performative irony
ringer analyzes the layers of theatrical self awareness in all seven sophoclean tragedies giving special attention to electra the
playwright s most metatheatrical work he focuses on plays within plays characters who appear to be in rivalry with their playwright
in scripting their dramas and the various roles that characters assume in their attempts to deceive other characters or even themselves
ringer also examines instances of literal role playing exploring the implications of the greek convention of sharing multiple roles among
only three actors sophocles has long been praised as one of the masters of dramatic irony awareness of sophoclean metatheater ringer
shows deepens our appreciation of that irony and reveals the playwright s keen awareness of his art originally published in 1998 a unc
press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our



distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in
affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value

Clouds

2014-12-29

this is an english translation of sophocles famous tragedy of oedipus and the fate he so much tries to avoid focus classical library
provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Electra and the Empty Urn

2000-11-09

this is an english translation of sophocles tragedy of oedipus who is banished from thebes and confronts an array of obstacles that
stand between him and the death he craves focus classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access
to understanding greek culture

King Oidipous

2015-01-02

english translation of terence s roman comedy that deals with questions of perennial interest how best to raise children how to give
disinterested moral advice includes notes introductory essay on terence roman theater and the play s production

Oidipous at Colonus

2015-01-02

this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of the ancient world find reliable sources of information by



directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal
articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on the subject the ebook
provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to
make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated a reader will discover for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews
to the topic and the most important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic in classics as in other
disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly information and this guide has been created as a tool
for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need this ebook is just one of many articles from oxford bibliographies
online classics a continuously updated and growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through the scholarship
and other materials relevant to the study of classics oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social
science and humanities for more information visit aboutobo com

Terence Brothers

1998

english translations of three of aristophanes most popular plays includes helpful notes an introductory essay on aristophanes and the
ancient theater and a bibliography each play is preceded by an essay on its history cultural context and production

Sophocles: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide

2010-05-01

this anthology includes english translations of three plays of sophocles oidipous cycle antigone king oidipous and oidipous at colonus
the trilogy includes an introductory essay on sophocles life ancient theatre and the mythic and religious background of the plays each
of these plays is available from focus in a single play edition focus classical library provides close translations with notes and
essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Acharnians

1997



hesiod s straightforward account of family conflict among the gods is the best and earliest evidence of what the ancient greeks believed
about the beginning of the world includes hesiod s works and days lines 1 201 and material from the library of apollodorus

The Theban Plays

2001-12-01

this is an english translation of euripides tragedy hippolytus about how phaedra unsuccessfully fights her desire for hippolytus while
he risks his life to keep her passion secret focus classical library provides close translations with notes and essays no play of euripides
is more admired than hippolytus the tale of a married woman stirred to passion for a younger man was traditional but euripides modified
this story and blended it with one of divine vengeance to create a masterpiece of tension pathos and dramatic power in this play phaedra
fights nobly but unsuccessfully against her desire for her stepson hippolytus while the young man risks his life to keep her passion secret
both of them constrained by the overwhelming force of divine power and human ignorance choose to die in order to maintain their virtue
and their good names

Hesiod's Theogony

1987

english translations of three of sophocles oidipous cycle king oidipous oidipous at colonus and antigone focus classical library
provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Hippolytus

2014-12-29

a revolution in tropes is a groundbreaking study of rhetoric and tropes theorizing new ways of seeing rhetoric and its relationship with
democratic deliberation jane sutton and mari lee mifsud explore and display alloi�sis as a trope of difference exception and radical
otherness their argument centers on aristotle s theory of rhetoric through particular tropes of similarity that sustained a vision of
civic discourse but at the same time underutilized tropes of difference when this vision is revolutionized democratic deliberation can



perform and advance its ends of equality justice and freedom marie odile n hobeika and michele kennerly join sutton and mifsud in pushing
the limits of rhetoric by engaging rhetoric alloiostrophically their collective efforts work to display the possibilities of what
rhetoric can be a revolution in tropes will appeal to scholars of rhetoric philosophy and communication

The Theban Plays

2001

this anthology contains english translations of four plays by one of the best practitioners of roman comedy plautus the plays casina
amphitryon captivi and pseudolus provide an introduction to the world of roman comedy as with all focus translations the emphasis is
on a handsomely produced inexpensive readable edition that is close to the original with an extensive introduction notes and appendices

A Revolution in Tropes

2015-04-16

a reading of the death of socrates as a self sacrifice with implications for ideas about suffering wisdom and the soul s relationship to
the body in without the least tremor m ross romero considers the death of socrates as a sacrificial act rather than an execution and
analyzes the implications of such an understanding for the meaning of the phaedo plato s recounting of socrates s death fits many of the
conventions of ancient greek sacrificial ritual among these are the bath the procession socrates s appearance as a bull the libation the
offering of a rooster to asclepius the treatment of socrates s body and corpse and phaedo s memorialization of socrates yet in a
powerful moment socrates s death deviates from a sacrifice as he drinks the pharmakon without the least tremor developing the themes
of suffering and wisdom as they connect to this scene romero demonstrates how the embodied socrates is setting forth an eik�n of the
death of the philosopher drawing on comparisons with tragedy and comedy he argues that socrates s death is more fittingly described as
self sacrifice than merely an execution or suicide after considering the implications of these themes for the soul s immortality and its
relationship to the body the book concludes with an exploration of the place of sacrifice within ethical life m ross romero sj is
assistant professor of philosophy at creighton university



Casina, Amphitryon, Captivi, Pseudolus

2013-04-01

john colman has presented us with a profound and scrupulously detailed inquiry into how lucretius understood the tensions between
the philosophic life and the requirements and characteristics of the life of political action tensions with which lucretius had to deal in
his endeavor to bring philosophy into rome james h nichols jr professor of government claremont mckenna college usa lucretius has been
drawing renewed attention for both the depth of his message and the beauty of his poem nevertheless only a few commentators are
attentive to the paradox of a philosophic teaching that reduces everything to matter in motion in the form of a beautiful poem john
colman represents the even more rare case of someone who sees this paradox and explains it intelligently he is able to show the way
lucretius addresses those interested in beauty and those interested in politics in a work that appears to reject both christopher kelly
professor of political science boston college usa a careful study of lucretius by a notable young scholar showing not just assuming
that he had a politics the result is to reveal how his politics compares with that in the socratic tradition and how he was distorted
by his modern students and interpreters harvey c mansfield professor of government at harvard senior fellow at the hoover institution
stanford usa lucretius as theorist of political life is an interpretation of lucretius poem on the nature of things as a defense of
philosophy given the irremediable tension between the competing claims of the philosophic and political life the central issue is the need
for and attempt by philosophy to justify and defend its way of life to the political community this work uncovers how lucretius
conception of the philosophic life and the reaction to the human religious and political implications of the discovery of nature
distinguish his intention from the anti theological animus that drives the politically and scientifically ambitious project of his modern
appropriators

Without the Least Tremor

2016-03-31

greek religion a sourcebook provides an introduction to the fundamentals of ancient greek religious beliefs and rituals through a rich
collection of ancient source readings the translations draw from the focus classical library sources as well as new translations by
the author and other outstanding scholars chapters cover such topics as ancient magic mystery cults divination and festivals
illustrated throughout with photos and maps this book is designed as a companion to valerie warrior s roman religion a sourcebook



Lucretius as Theorist of Political Life

2012-12-05

this is an english translation of euripides tragedy hecuba about hecuba s grief over her daughter and son s deaths and the revenge she
enacts over her son s death focus classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to
understanding greek culture euripides hecuba is one of the few tragedies that evoke a sense of utter desolation and destruction in the
audience the drama focuses on the status of women those who are out of power and at the margins of society by enacting the sufferings
of hecuba with the city of troy fallen hecuba and polyxena her daughter are enslaved to agamemnon hecuba is despondent with the news
that polyxena is chosen to be sacrificed at the tomb of achilles after the sacrifice the body of her son polydorus already a ghost at
the start of the drama is discovered polymestor a king in thrace who hecuba sent polydorus to for safety reasons murdered polydorus
for his gold with the tacit complicity of agamemnon hecuba plots her revenge against polymestor what transpires next has lasting
implications for all involved including a dramatic trial scene and hecuba s ultimate metamorphosis

Greek Religion

2008-12-15

richard mccombs presents s�ren kierkegaard as an author who deliberately pretended to be irrational in many of his pseudonymous
writings in order to provoke his readers to discover the hidden and paradoxical rationality of faith focusing on pseudonymous works by
johannes climacus mccombs interprets kierkegaardian rationality as a striving to become a self consistently unified in all its dimensions
thinking feeling willing acting and communicating mccombs argues that kierkegaard s strategy of feigning irrationality is sometimes
brilliantly instructive but also partly misguided this fresh reading of kierkegaard addresses an essential problem in the philosophy of
religion the relation between faith and reason

Hecuba

2005-12-02

this blackwell guide introduces ancient greek drama which flourished principally in athens from the sixth century bc to the third century



bc a broad ranging and systematically organised introduction to ancient greek drama discusses all three genres of greek drama tragedy
comedy and satyr play provides overviews of the five surviving playwrights aeschylus sophokles euripides aristophanes and menander
and brief entries on lost playwrights covers contextual issues such as the origins of dramatic art forms the conventions of the
festivals and the theatre the relationship between drama and the worship of dionysos the political dimension and how to read and
watch greek drama includes 46 one page synopses of each of the surviving plays

The Paradoxical Rationality of S�ren Kierkegaard

2013-03-04

a translation of aristophanes s 411 b c drama lysistrata in which an athenian woman leads her fellow greek wives in a sex strike until
their husbands stop warring with each other includes an introduction and notes

A Guide to Ancient Greek Drama

2008-04-15

this anthology includes four outstanding translations of euripides plays medea bacchae hippolytus and heracles these translations
remain close to the original with extensive introductions interpretive essays and footnotes this series is designed to provide students
and general readers with access to the nature of greek drama greek mythology and the context of greek culture as well as highly
readable and understandable translations of four of euripides most important plays focus also publishes each play as an individual
volume

Arist�phan�s' Lys�strata

1988

annotation a bold and innovative reading of nature and self in plato s dialogues



Medea, Hippolytus, Heracles, Bacchae

2012-12-21

this book contains translations of three plays ajax hecuba and trojan women they are all centered around the mythological theme of
the greek warrior odysseus hero of the trojan war all three plays are complete with notes and introductions plus an introduction to
the volume with background to the story which was one of the most popular themes and one of the most written about greek hero in
greek literature written during a tumultuous age of sophists and demagogues these three plays c 450 425 bce bear witness to the
gradual degradation of odysseus character in presenting the unexpected devolution of a renowned mythic figure the plays examine
numerous themes relevant to contemporary american political life the profound psychological consequences of brought on by the
stress of war and why a once proud and noble warrior might commit suicide and the dehumanizing darkness that descends upon innocent
female war victims when victors use act on false political necessity

Descent of Socrates

2005

this anthology contains english translations of four plays by one of the best practitioners of roman comedy plautus the plays casina
amphitryon captivi and pseudolus provide an introduction to the world of roman comedy as with all focus translations the emphasis is
on a handsomely produced inexpensive readable edition that is close to the original with an extensive introduction notes and appendices

Odysseus at Troy

2015-01-02

aristophanes depicted him as a barbaric sycophant plato as a shallow opportunist and aristotle as an inept stylist but the greek
teacher of rhetoric gorgias of leontini 483 375 bce has been again attracting attention from scholars consigny english iowa state u
articulates a coherent account of the enigmatic thinker and writer annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or



Plautus

2008

this is an english translation of aristophanes greatest comedy the birds and is the story of birds taking control of the government
includes background material on the historical and cultural context of this work suggestions for further reading and notes focus
classical library provides close translations with notes and essays to provide access to understanding greek culture

Gorgias, Sophist and Artist

2001

timeless comedies on resisting tyranny from one of history s greatest comic playwrights against demagogues presents robert c bartlett
s new translations of aristophanes most overtly political works the acharnians and the knights in these fantastically inventive
raucous and raunchy comedies the powerful politician cleon proves to be democracy s greatest opponent with unrivalled power both
plays make clear the dangers to which democracies are prone especially the threats posed by external warfare internal division and
class polarization combating the seductive allure of demagogues and the damage they cause against demagogues disentangles
aristophanes serious teachings from his many jokes and pratfalls substantiating for modern readers his famous claim to teach justice
while making a comedy of the city the book features an interpretive essay for each play expertly guiding readers through the most
important plot points explaining the significance of various characters and shedding light on the meaning of the plays often madcap
episodes along with a contextualizing introduction bartlett offers extensive notes explaining the many political literary and religious
references and allusions aristophanes comedic skewering of the demagogue and his ruthless ambition and of a community so ill informed
about the doings of its own government so ready to believe in empty promises and idle flattery cannot but resonate strongly with
readers today around the world

The Birds

2014-01-02



Against Demagogues

2020-09-29
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